
Calm yourself (a big yawn will help you).
Notice how they're feeling and say it, "You're
feeling...because..." Be brief. If a person is upset,
avoid eye contact and take a gentle, loving stance
with your voice and posture.
Pause. Breathe.

Notice something positive about them. Use
affirmative words. Instead of, “You don’t like to feel
rushed,” say, "You want enough time to do the job
well. You care about your work." (What do they care
about?)
Pause. Breathe.

First Connect With Feelings
 

1.
2.
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Then Connect With Values
 

1.
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Ask yourself, "What do I care about in this moment?"
Connect with your values. It may be helpful (or not) to
share. Silence is golden. Use it wisely.
 
You may decide to repeat the steps above, first
connecting with feelings, then with values.
 
Doing this feels strange at first. Talk about it with your
family. Try it as an experiment for a few weeks. Print
this out and stick it on the fridge.
 
Celebrate wins. If you notice you've made a
connection, smile to yourself.

Use this technique when a child misbehaves, acts out, or
is  rude to help them calm down.

FIRST CONNECT WITH FEELINGS

1. Calm yourself (a big yawn will help you).

2. Notice how they're feeling and say it, "You're feeling...because..." Be brief.
If a person is upset, avoid eye contact and take a gentle, loving stance with
your voice and posture.

3. Pause. Breathe.

THEN CONNECT WITH VALUES

1. Notice something positive about them. Use affirmative words. Instead of, “You don’t 
like to feel rushed,” say, "You want enough time to do the job well. You care about your 
work." (What do they care about?)

2. Pause. Breathe.

Ask yourself, "What do I care about in this moment?" Connect with your values.
It may be helpful (or not) to share. Silence is golden. Use it wisely.

You may decide to repeat the steps above, first connecting with feelings,
then with values.

Doing this feels strange at first. Talk about it with your family. Try it as an experiment 
for a few weeks. Print this out and stick it on the fridge.

Celebrate wins. If you notice you've made a connection, smile to yourself.
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